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words? New words should be mastered in several ways. First,

pronunciation, if you want to pronounce the word correctly, youd

better listen to it first and practice it again and again by imitation.

Second, spelling, if you want to memorize the word how to spell,

youd better learn some knowledge for word building and

pronunciation rules. Third, meaning and use, if you want to know

the exact meaning and use of the word, youd better learn it through

context and reading. Finally, you should work hard on it. 2. How do

you improve your reading? First, look at the title of the passage if

there is. You can get the general idea of it. Then you pay attention to

the first and last sentence of very paragraph of the passage. You can

get the main idea of the paragraph. Third, through the context(上下

文), you guess the new words that you come across. Finally, note the

style and tone in order to the writers implication in meaning. 3. How

do you improve your speaking? You can improve your speaking

only through practice. Firstly, dont think of too much grammar,

when you speak. You try to speak the key words, if you cannot speak

the whole sentence, but you must speak the key words clearly and

correctly. Secondly, pay attention to the different rhythms (节

奏)between English and Chinese. We Chinese tend to stress the

words equally, while the English words in the sentence tend to be

stressed quite differently. The words with important information are



normally stressed. Lastly, try to use your gestures and your facial

expressions to go with your verbal communication. 4. How do you

learn English grammar? The purpose of learning grammar is to help

learners to have a better understanding of the language. It is no use

remembering grammar rules by rote because there are no rules

without exceptions. It is sensible to use English grammar as a tool to

help you to understand and master English. You learn grammar only

through language phenomena (现象)because it comes from it. So

you learn those rules and do some exercises to practise them. 100Test
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